Abstract. | This note is devoted to the calculation of the asymptotics of the small eigenvalues and corresponding eigenfunctions for the Laplace operator with Neumann boundary conditions on a domain obtained by adding several thin channels between given bounded domains.
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This note will employ a useful lemma on quadratic forms to improve, with a simple proof, a recent result of Jimbo and Morita. This lemma was introduced by Hel er and Sj ostrand to study the tunnelling e ect, then by Colin de Verdi ere in his work about stable multiplicity and also by myself to study the growth of multiplicity by adding handles (see also an illustration of this techniques in CCdV]). One can nd the following weak version in A].
Lemma. | Let (q; D) be a closed non-negative quadratic form in the Hilbert space (H; < ; >). De ne the associated norm kfk 2 1 = kfk 2 + q(f), and the spectral projector I for any interval I =] ; for which the boundary does not meet the spectrum (q will denote also the symmetric bilinear associated form). Then (ii) suppose now that the spectral space E(I) relative to I has dimension m and that f 1 ; : : : ; f m is an orthonormal family which satis es, for all j : k I c (f j )k 1 . Let E be the space spanned by the f j 's. Then the distance between E and E(I) has order O( ). If moreover the quadratic form q jE is diagonal in this basis, with distinct eigenvalues k , you can decompose E = ? E k , with E k the eigenspace related to k .
Let 3a = inf k6 =l j k ? l j and I k =] k ? a; k + a , then
and the eigenvalues of q in I k all admit the development : k + O( 2 ):
The distance between two vector spaces is de ned as the distance between their respective orthogonal projectors, see H].
The situation. | In the generalized Dumbbell problem one studies the perturbation made by adding thin channels between bounded domains of R n . Let
where D j are bounded disjoint domains of R n ; n 2, such that D i \ D j = ; if i 6 = j and Q ij (") is either empty or a channel between D i and D j isometric to the cylinder (s; y) 2 R n ; ?s ij s s ij and kyk < " ij (s) :
We assume that (") is connected and that the function ij 2 C 1 ? ?s ij ; s ij ] satis es ij > 0. The channel Q ij (") is glued at p ij 2 @D i and p ji 2 @D j , so we assume that there exists, in a neighbourhood of p ij 2 R n ; isometric coordinates (x 1 ; x 0 ) 2 U centered at p ij such that U \ D i = f(x 1 ; x 0 ); x 1 < 0g: We suppose nally that if (i; j) 6 = (i 0 ; j 0 ) then Q ij (") \ Q i 0 j 0(") = ; and that D k \ Q ij (") 6 = ; only if k = i or k = j: In this case, D i \Q ij (") consists exactly of the points (?s ij ; y) 2 Q ij (") identi ed with the points (0; y) in the neighbourhood above.
Remark. | We have constructed here a C 1 -manifold. That is su cient to de ne the quadratic form, and thus the Laplace operator by polarization. If we want more regularity we have to assume more about the functions ij , see JM].
The problem concerns the convergence of the spectrum and the eigenfunctions of the Laplace operator Neu ( (")) with Neumann boundary condition on ("), as " ! 0: I recall the Proposition (Jimbo & Morita). | The spectrum of Neu ( (")) converges to the union (with multiplicity) of the spectrums of Neu (D i ) and of the operators on the interval ] ? s ij ; s ij de ned by ?1 n?1 ij @ @s ( n?1 ij @ @s ) and Dirichlet boundary conditions. Hence 0 has multiplicity N at the limit and Neu ( (")) has N eigenvalues 0 (") = 0 < 1 (") : : : ; N?1 (") which converge to 0. We call these eigenvalues the small eigenvalues. The main result of JM] is to show that lim "!0 k (") " n?1 exists and is equal to the k th eigenvalue of a certain symmetric matrix.
In order to apply the lemma to the quadratic form q(f Remarks. | Even when the matrix B has eigenvalues with multiplicity we can construct series of eigenfunctions which converge to a limit eigenfunction. When the eigenvalues of B are simple we can give a priori the limit eigenfunction. This is the content of our result. As a supplementary and general result we can give the order of the remainders and the distance to the eigenspace.
Proof of the theorem. | In order to apply the lemma, we need the following more or less obvious estimates :
1. | The matrix Gij =< i ; j > satis es : 
